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Abstract: Based on the recent (2015–2021) literature data, the authors analyze the mutual dependence
of crystallinity/amorphism and specific surface area and porosity in covalent triazine frameworks
(CTFs), taking into account thermodynamic and kinetic control in the synthesis of these 2D nanosheets.
CTFs have now become a promising new class of high-performance porous organic materials. They
can be recycled and reused easily, and thus have great potential as sustainable materials. For 2D
CTFs, numerous examples are given to support the known rule that the structure and properties of
any material with a given composition depend on the conditions of its synthesis. The review may
be useful for elder students, postgraduate students, engineers and research fellows dealing with
chemical synthesis and modern nanotechnologies based on 2D covalent triazine frameworks.

Keywords: 2D nanosheets; covalent triazine frameworks (CTFs); crystallinity; thermodynamic and
kinetic control of synthesis of 2D nanosheets; surface; porosity

1. Introduction

The synthesis of 2D nanosheets and the study of their properties are very important
pathways in modern chemistry, beginning with graphene [1]. 2D nanocrystals (nanosheets)
obtained by the exfoliation of crystals [2] or chemical synthesis [3] have different properties
depending on the number of layers in a nanosheet [3]: when the former exceeds 10,
the properties of 2D nanosheets do not differ from the properties of bulk crystals. Therefore,
the development of the methods of synthesis of 2D nanosheets with a given number of
layers is required.

2D nanocrystals of monoatomic thickness (nanosheets) are easily deformed; this results
in the loss of translation symmetry. It also means that monolayer 2D nanocrystals are
polymers rather than crystals. Various monolayer 2D polymers—a real way to obtain
monolayer planar structures—have been widely synthesized in the last ten years and
named covalent organic frameworks (COF).

Beside those mentioned above, there are a lot of names for 2D polymers reflecting
their specific composition, structure and properties: for example, conjugated microporous
polymers (CMP), covalent polymer networks (CPN), covalent triazine frameworks (CTF),
microporous organic polymers (MOP), polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIM), porous
organic networks (PON), porous polymer networks (PPN), and so on. The commonly
accepted nomenclature in this new field of knowledge does not exist yet. Among the
abundance of literature concerning the frameworks of nanosheets, we have considered
only those published in the last seven years describing polymers composed of triazine
cycles [4–155]. CTFs have become a promising new class of high-performance porous
organic materials. CTFs have a series of unique characteristics, i.e., high chemical stability
even in the presence of strong acids and bases. They can be recycled and reused easily
and thus have great potential as sustainable materials. Due to their presence, polymers
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acquire hydrophilic properties, and the larger the number of triazine cycles in a polymer,
the clearer hydrophilic properties manifest themselves. Hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance
is an important property for many applications of these polymers. Various CTFs are
reviewed in more detail in [45,117–121].

In this review, we shall use the widely accepted abbreviation CTF. Together with
this, we shall distinguish CMP from polymers without a system of conjugated bonds
because of their different properties: only polymers with conjugated chemical bonds
exhibit electroconductivity, whereas sorbents have any chemical bonds.

Hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance in CTFs is defined not only by triazine knots but
also by linkers—CTF fragments—which join triazine knots together; carbohydrate linkers
provide the hydrophobic shift of CTF properties, and the presence of heteroatoms (N or O)
in the linkers promotes the enhanced hydrophilicity of polymers.

The formation and crystallization of various COFs from solution are intensively stud-
ied, but there are still a lot of “blind spots” in the kinetics of sedimentation processes.
The most common problems are as follows: what type of control—thermodynamic or
kinetic one—is realized during CTF synthesis? Does nucleation proceed via classical or
nonclassical schemes of seed formation and growth?

The problems of thermodynamic and kinetic control in application to the synthesis
of covalent organic 2D frameworks have been discussed [123–125] and postulated [126].
According to Ji et al. [124], under thermodynamic control, the distribution of reaction
products is directly governed by their relative stabilities. Under kinetic control, the ratio
of the reaction products is governed by the relative rates of their formation; the latter
is related with the activation energies of the reactions. In turn, the reaction conditions
define what type of control is realized. High reaction temperature, the presence of catalysts,
and an intentionally long time of reaction and crystallization lead to the products being
under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium. On the other hand, low temperature
and intentionally short reaction and crystallization time favor kinetic control. Of course,
pure kinetic or thermodynamic control are ideal cases; in reality, various combinations
are possible depending on parameters, and this is very important for the consideration
of CTFs.

The relationships between the parameters which define the type of control governing
the synthesis allow us to obtain various reaction products. Temperature, pH, reagent
concentrations, microwave, mechanical and radiation effects are among these parameters.

In the course of a reaction, the reaction mixture changes towards the thermodynamic
equilibrium corresponding to the absolute minimum of a system energy, but can fall into
a kinetic trap [125]. Chemists use kinetic traps for a long time. For example, the quenching
of a high-temperature crystalline modification of any substance in liquid nitrogen allows
the study of high-temperature polymorphs at room temperature, and can even obtain
amorphous metals.

The elaboration of control, thermodynamic or kinetic, of the reaction pathway allows
us to control the composition and structure of materials. Besides composition and molecular
structure, crystallinity and, consequently, the mechanism of formation of crystal structures
from the supersaturated solution is important for materials. It is commonly accepted [130]
that the seeds formed from the supersaturated solution develop according to the classical
nucleation and crystal growth theory until crystals attain mesoscopic size. However,
experimental data indicate that the classical theory “works” well only at a low degree of
supersaturation. At significant supersaturation, the process is rather complicated [131].

So called nonclassical theory of crystallization, which explains the formation of the
thermodynamically stable macroscopic phase (corresponding to the minimum of free en-
ergy) is nowadays developed. According to the new theory, the supersaturated solution
transforms to colloidal solution containing amorphous particles of the crystallizing sub-
stance. The formation of crystal seeds occurs in these amorphous particles. Nonclassical
theory suggests that various ordering parameters play various roles in the transformation
process, and these transformations are multistep and include metastable stages.
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Accounting for modern concepts, in this review we consider the effect of conditions of
synthesis on crystallinity, porosity, specific surface area and properties of CTFs with various
compositions (Scheme 1). Possible thermodynamic and kinetic control of the processes of
the fabrication of polymeric 2D nanosheets are also analyzed.
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Scheme 1. Methods of synthesis of CTFs mentioned in the text.

2. Dependence of Crystallinity, Specific Surface Area and Porosity of Ctf on
Synthetic Conditions

The standard evaluations of the degree of crystallinity of CTF are rather conventional:
the presence of two to four broad or weak peaks on powder diffractogram is recognized as
a crystalline state of a sample, although two broad peaks can be interpreted as an amor-
phous state, because a similar diffraction pattern often indicates that the 3D translation
symmetry is absent from the sample.

Looking forward, the main conclusion of this review is the following: a wide variety
of combinations of kinetic and thermodynamic control in various steps of synthesis of 2D
nanosheets result in the conclusion that the structure and properties of CTF depend on the
synthetic pathway and conditions. Thus, the literature considered below is arranged based
on types of chemical reactions, taking into account synthetic conditions.

2.1. Crystallinity via CTF Synthesized in ZnCl2 Melt
2.1.1. Standard Conditions

Conditions for the synthesis of CTF nanosheets via the polymerization of 1,4-dicyano-
benzene in ZnCl2 melt are commonly accepted as the standard ones, if the reaction temperature
is 400 ◦C, reaction time is 40–48 h, and the molar ratio ZnCl2:1,4-dicyanobenzene (monomer)
is about 5. Synthesis based on 1,4-dicyanobenzene yields the products commonly referred
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to in the literature as CTF-1. The latter can be amorphous with a specific surface area (SSA)
and a total volume of micro- and mesopores from 782.4 m2 g−1 and 0.42 cm3 g−1 [99] to
1270 m2 g−1 and 0.63 cm3 g−1 [100], respectively (herein SSA is determined by BET method).
CTF-1 products can also be crystalline with SSA and a total pore volume from 537 m2 g−1

and 0.45 cm3 g−1 [11] to 789 m2 g−1 and 0.37 cm3 g−1 [102], respectively.
Crystalline state is not always detected [8,100,102–104]. Zheng et al. [8] synthesized

crystalline polymer with SSA and a total pore volume of 737 m2 g−1 and 0.6 cm3 g−1,
respectively, whereas amorphous polymer obtained from another precursor under the same
conditions had SSA and a total pore volume of 1279 m2 g−1 and 1.5 cm3 g−1, respectively [8].

As a result of the adsorption of a surfactant (sodium dodecylsulfate, SDS) by CTF-1
nanolayers (monoatomic thickness,) the distance between the triazine polymer nanolayers
increases from 3.4 to 4.4 Å [7], that is, SDS intercalates between CTF-1 nanolayers. The
intercalation of perfluorooctanoic and perflourooctanesulfonic acids in the interlayer space
of CTF-1 is reported in [100]. It should be noted that the low crystallinity of CTF-1 was
accompanied by increased SSA (1270 m2 g−1) and total porosity (0.63 cm3 g−1).

Crystallization of CTFs usually results in the AA packing motif of 2D nanolayers.
This fact indicates that every subsequent layer grows of the surface of the preceding
one (template synthesis with self-recognition of the lower nanolayer by the growing one).

CTFs with a system of conjugated bonds in each layer (which should be planar) can be
amorphous if a mixture of various dinitriles is used. The random participation of different
dinitriles in a polymerization reaction results in layers without any translational symmetry
even within the layer, and thus amorphous substances with high SSA and porosity are
obtained, for example, 1800 m2 g−1 and 1.15 cm3 g−1 [32].

The considered facts allow the suggestion that the SSA and porosity of CTF increase
with the increase in the linker length due to the increase in the size of the six-membered
cycle and, consequently, the diameter of the channel in crystalline CTF, in a case when the
synthetic pathway provides the template mechanism of crystallization.

In a CTF polymer with 2,2′-dipyridine linkers [23], SSA and porosity could seemingly
coincide with these values in CTF with biphenyl linkers [8]; however, they appear to be
lower: 648.59 m2 g−1 and 0.40 cm3 g−1 versus 1279 m2 g−1 and 1.50 cm3 g−1 for CTF with
2,2′-dipyridine and biphenyl linkers, respectively [23]. Unfortunately, Park et al. [23] do not
mention crystallinity of the sample, and therefore it is impossible to compare crystallinities
of the two samples. However, one can conclude that SSA and porosity depend not only on
the linker’s length. It is rather common that the values of SSA and porosity of CTF increase
with complication of the monomer structure: 1401 m2 g−1 and 0.844 cm3 g−1 [25].

So, CTF syntheses with one precursor or a mixture of precursors under the standard
conditions yield either amorphous polymers with large SSA, or relatively crystalline poly-
mers with the lower SSA; the presence of conjugated bonds in polymers promote the
formation of planar nanostructures.

2.1.2. Crystallinity via CTFs Formation of Nanolayers at Various Temperatures

CTF-1 samples obtained at 300 ◦C were crystallized better than most of the samples
obtained under the standard conditions, their SSA being rather low—about 20 m2 g−1. The
sample obtained under the similar conditions at 400 ◦C had an SSA of 610 m2 g−1. Porosity
was not reported [10].

CTF-1 obtained at 600 ◦C(10 h) had a SSA of 1654 m2 g−1 and a total pore volume of
1.06 cm3 g−1 [9]. At elevated temperature (above 600 ◦C), CTF begins to carbonize, and SSA
and total pore volume increase simultaneously.

For amorphous CTF based on phthalazinone, these properties are almost independent
of the phthalazinone:ZnCl2 ratio, but temperature increase from 400 to 600 ◦C results in
a significant increase in SSA and total pore volume [29].

SSA of CTF with carbazole linkers increases with the increase in ZnCl2 fraction,
polymerization time and temperature [26].
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In a series of polymers produced by Fu et al. [26], there were aceto-, acetohydrazide
and ethylaceto ester groups as substituents at the N atom of carbazole being the con-
stituent of a linker. It was shown that SSA and porosity of the product depended not
only on the functional group, but also on conditions of its incorporation into a linker:
before polymerization or after it.

CTF based on fumaronitrile (FUM) and 1,4-dicyanonaphthalene (DCN) are amorphous
according to the X-ray data [20]. With temperature increase from 350 to 500 ◦C, SSA and
total pore volume of CTF-FUM increase, whereas for CTF-DCN these properties are almost
independent of temperature.

Tao et al. [28] state that SSA and the porosity of CTF decrease with an increase
in ZnCl2 content in the reaction mixture. Similar results were obtained using the fol-
lowing precursors: pyrimidine-2,5-dicarbonitrile, 2,6-dimethylpyridine-3,5-dicarbonitrile,
5,5′-dicyano-2,2′-dipyridine and 1,4-dicyanobenzene [31]. It also appears that gas absorp-
tion (e.g., CO2) depends on pore volume, not SSA, and the authors suppose that nitrogen
concentration in 2D nanolayers is of secondary importance.

Amorphous preparations were obtained by Artzet et al. [17] from 1,3-dicyanobenzene,
2,6-dicyanopyridine, 1,4-dicyanobenzene, 4,4′-dicyanobiphenyl at 600 ◦C. All the samples
had increased SSA and porosity values.

Wu et al. [51] obtained amorphous CTF via the special temperature protocol by the
polymerization of dinitriles containing phenylene, naphthalene or perylene fragments in the
central part of a linker in a ZnCl2 melt. Temperature of the synthesis did not exceed 600 ◦C.
Such polymers have medium SSA values (1053 m2 g−1) and abundant ultramicropores,
about 5.4–6.8 Å in size.

2.1.3. Crystallinity via the Fabrication of Nanolayers at High Temperature

Hao et al. [12] reported the fabrication of several instances of CTF-1 under the same
conditions with variable temperatures. The degree of crystallinity of the sample obtained
under the standard conditions was rather low. Syntheses at 550 and 700 ◦C yielded
amorphous materials with a SSA of 1212 and 2482 m2 g−1, respectively [12].

Amorphous CTF was synthesized from fumaronitrile in ZnCl2 melt for 20 h at 500 ◦C,
and its SSA was not large (485 m2 g−1), annealing at 700 ◦C allowed to reach a SSA of
1293 m2 g−1 of a partially carbonized sample [19].

When tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) was used for CTF synthesis in the ZnCl2
melt, amorphous samples were obtained: the higher the temperature of synthesis, the larger
was their SSA [24].

Polymerization of tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile at 400 ◦C resulted in the product amor-
phous by X-ray data, which had a medium SSA value of 817 m2 g−1. SSA increased with
temperature increase: 1131, 2040 and 2162 m2 g−1 at 550, 700 and 900 ◦C, respectively [21].

2.2. CTFs with a System of Conjugated Bonds
2.2.1. Crystallinity via the Synthesis of CTFs in ZnCl2

CTF stacks are often obtained amorphous with separate islands of relatively ordered
crystallites with the AA packing motif of polymeric layers; the latter give diffraction
patterns allowing the definition of the unit cell dimensions.

There is a way of synthesis of CTF crystals in which the layers alternate as in bilayer
hexagonal AB packing with the unit cell dimensions a = 14.52 Å, c = 6.27 Å [105]. These
crystals have sizes of about a millimeter, clear facets, and can be exfoliated ultrasonically in
liquid media or mechanically using a glue band. In the first case, nanosheets with the lateral
dimensions of several µm and 2–3 nm thick are formed in dispersion, and in the second
case the linear dimensions of nanosheets exceed 10 µm with an average thickness of 4 nm
(a package of 12 2D nanosheets). Crystals are yellow; it should be noted that the synthesis
of the ZnCl2 melt at 400 ◦C and higher yields a black substance—evidence for carbonization
in the course of synthesis. Such crystals are obtained from 1,4-dicyanobenzene in trifluo-
romethanesulfonic acid. Their SSA is negligible, 142 m2 g−1, and the width distribution
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of pores is rather narrow, 0.6 nm, which is typical of crystals. That is, pore width closely
coincides with the diameter of the six-membered cycle of a 2D nanolayer.

Zhu et al. [36] firstly polymerized aromatic nitriles at 400 ◦C with a formation of CTF,
and then polymer was carbonyzed in argon at 900 ◦C. A melt of anhydrous FeCl3 mixed
with S was suggested as a solvent for CTF synthesis. Authors suppose that such solvent
causes the formation of Fe-Nx sites (required for use of the reaction product) and polymer
doping with S during pyrolysis. Depending on the precursor used, SSA values of these
CTFs vary from 739 to 2710 142 m2 g−1. Authors [36] conclude that SSA and porosity
depend on the structure of linkers effecting the structure of polymers.

It is not surprising that crystallinity, SSA and porosity depend on the pathway of
synthesis. The synthesis of CTF 2D nanolayers is possible not only via the trimerization of
nitriles yielding triazine six-membered cycles, but also via the synthesis of linkers yielding
triazine five-membered cycles. For example, Song et al. [90] synthesized 1,2,3-triazole
five-membered cycles as linkers. The brown sample (2D polymer molecules had only con-
jugated bonds) was amorphous by X-ray data. The calculated and experimentally obtained
compositions did not coincide well, which is often the case for CTFs. The microporous
polymer had an SSA of 431 m2 g−1 and a wide pore size distribution with a maximum
at 1.2 nm.

Je et al. [98] obtained black nanolayers from tetrafluorophthalonitrile in sulfur melt,
CTFs were relatively crystalline, and their X-ray patterns did not coincide with those for
the initial tetrafluorophthalonitrile and sulfur. Talapeneni et al. [97] used an analogous
approach, obtaining CTF via the cyclotrimerization of 1,4-dicyanobenzene in sulfur melt. It
appeared that sulfur occupied all the pores in stacks of CTF 2D nanolayers.

2.2.2. Crystallinity via Polymerization of 1,4-Dicyanobenzene in Sulfonic Acids

The polymerization of 1,4-dicyanobenzene in trifluoromethanesulfonic acid yields
CTFs with low SSA values independent of their degree of crystallinity. The origin of this is
in low reaction temperature, when kinetic control of reaction is most probable. Synthesis at
room temperature [37] yields a substance with a low degree of crystallinity and small SSA
(19 m2 g−1). Amorphous CTF was obtained by the heating of 1,4-dicyanobenzene to 100 ◦C
for 20 min [38]. The polymer had very low SSA of 5 m2 g−1 at 29.5 nm pore size and a total
pore volume 0.03 cm3 g−1. The polymerization of 1,4-dicyanobenzene at the interface of
two immiscible liquids at 100 ◦C resulted in the formation of a badly crystallized polymer,
which was confirmed by X-ray diffraction [39]. Nonetheless, electron microscopy revealed
a separate area with the distinct electron diffraction indicating that polymer layers were
arranged in hexagonal crystal packing. Specific surface area was not large (11 m2 g−1).
Layer morphology of CTF can clearly be seen in the SEM image (Figure 1).
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Li et al. [106] synthesized a polymer with a very poor crystallinity on the borderline,
with amorphousness and its SSA being 19 m2 g−1.

A polymer obtained from 1,4-dicyanobenzene in a melt of p-toluenesulfonic acid
monohydrate possessed a system of conjugated bonds [93]. The hexagonal unit cell param-
eters were defined as a = 12.580 Å, c = 3.418 Å; SSA was not large (535 m2 g−1).

2.2.3. Other Dinitriles

In the liquid trifluoromethanesulfonic acid, amorphous CTFs with the moderate value
of SSA were obtained [40]. For example, Wang et al. [41] obtained a CTF which appeared
to be a typically amorphous polymer, according to the X-ray diffraction data, in spite of the
presence of a conjugated bonds system. Its SSA was 784 m2 g−1. Amorphous polymers
were synthesized at 0 ◦C [44] and at room temperature [45], their SSA being from 625 to
896 m2 g−1, and a total pore volume from 0.32 to 0.49 cm3 g−1. A polymer obtained by
Karmakar et al. [46] in the presence of TfOH, did not have a system of conjugated bonds,
its SSA appeared to be 358 m2 g−1 and it had a total pore volume of 0.22 cm3 g−1.

Huang et al. [42,43] synthesized CTF under conditions different from those mentioned
above: polymerization proceeded in the solid state in trifluoromethanesulfonic acid vapor
at 100 ◦C. The SSA of the three polymers synthesized in this way was negligible and did
not exceed 78 m2 g−1.

So, synthesis of polymers under mild conditions yields mainly amorphous substances
or structures with low crystallinity and SSA in the range from several units to 900 m2 g−1.

2.3. Crystallinity via Condensation of Amines with Aldehydes
2.3.1. Frameworks with Conjugated Bonds

The condensation of 2,4,6-tris-(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine with aldehydes allows us to
obtain CTFs with moderate crystallinity, limited SSA values and low porosity [48,49,52–54,60,61],
but sometimes the obtained amorphous preparations have a negligible SSA, such as those
of crystalline analogs [50].

El-Mahdy et al. [63] found that 2,5-diaminodihydroquinone dihydrochloride with
2,4,6-tris-(4-formylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine form nanoribbons 40–50 nm in width, which form
nanotubes at the longer time of synthesis. According to the powder X-ray diffraction
data, unit cell parameters of hexagonal cells appeared to be as follows: a = b = 35.6565 Å,
c = 3.4790 Å. The layers of polymer molecules obeyed the AA order of interposition. The
SSA of crystalline polymer was rather high (1855 m2 g−1).

Yu et al. [64] showed that synthesis of CTFs via the condensation of aromatic amides
of carboxylic acids in the presence of P2O5 resulted in the formation of s-triazine cycles.
The polymer obtained at 400 ◦C had higher crystallinity, was more thermostable, and was
likely to have higher molecular mass than that obtained at 350 ◦C. As shown by powder
X-ray diffraction, nanosheets were packed in crystal according to the AA motif. SSA
appeared to be 2034.1 m2 g−1, and there was a total pore volume 1.04 cm3 g−1. This is
one more example of the effect of synthetic conditions on crystallinity and SSA. The last
two examples [63,64] indicate that the crystallinity of a polymer is not always related to low
SSA and porosity. Vice versa, amorphous CTFs can have very low SSA, e.g., 47.98 m2 g−1

in [59]. Unfortunately, the crystallinity of CTF is not always reported, and it is impossible
to establish correlation between crystallinity and SSA [22,58,70].

The synthesis of a polymer in a medium simultaneously playing the role of a template
can result in very high SSA. The interaction of 3,3′-dimethylbenzidine with triformylflu-
oroglucinol in amino-n-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA·H2O)—the latter acted as a solvent
and template [57]—yielded a substance with a SSA of 10–29 m2 g−1. However, after the
removal of PTSA·H2O with hot water, the SSA of this CTF appeared to be tremendous
(2583–2933 m2 g−1).

Such results are unattainable even at CTF carbonization. Polymers with conjugated
bonds were obtained by the mixing of 2,4,6-tris-(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine, terephtha-
laldehyde and trifluoromethanesulfonic acid [62], which annealed at a temperature from
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650 to 950 ◦C in argon. SSA increased with temperature increase: from 373 m2 g−1 at 650
◦C to 950 m2 g−1 at 950 ◦C. The nitrogen content decreased simultaneously: from 7.26 to
1.51% at 650 and 950 ◦C, respectively. Crystallinity of the preparations was not reported.

It is not a simple task to obtain CTFs in a crystalline state. Polyimides with con-
jugated bonds obtained from the mixtures of melamine and dianhydride appeared to
be amorphous [67].

2.3.2. Frameworks without Conjugated Bonds

If it is required to obtain CTFs with the largest values of SSA and porosity (with largest),
one should preferably reject crystallinity and a system of conjugated bonds. A covalent
organic framework based on triazine was synthesized under solvothermal conditions [70].
The SSA of this polymer was 882 m2 g−1, which is not low for crystalline CTF.

Crystalline COFs were synthesized [71] starting from 2,4,6-tris-aryloxy-1,3,5-triazine
compounds. The SSA of two samples were rather high—1589 and 1441 m2 g−1. The total
pore volumes were 0.92 and 1.25 cm3 g−1.

Heating of a mixture of 2,4,6-tris-(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine and tris-(4-formyl-
phenyl)amine yielded crystalline polymer [69] with an SSA of 2938 m2 g−1, pore sizes of
1.5 and 1.7 nm, and a total pore volume of 1.32 cm3 g−1. Such a combination of crystallinity
and large SSA and porosity values is possible due to the corrugation of layers because of the
presence of the triphenylamine groups. This results in a “loose” polymer and an increase
in the interlayer distance between 2D nanolayers to c = 3.94 Å, whereas the usual interlayer
distance is 3.3–3.6 Å. “Loose” polymers have large SSA and porosity.

However, frameworks with a large SSA are not always obtained. The covalent imine
framework synthesized from melamine and 1,4-piperazinedicarboxaldehyde has a moder-
ate SSA value of 722 m2 g−1. Crystallinity or amorphicity of the polymer is not reported. It
should be noted that in spite of the absence of conjugated bonds, all the aforementioned
CTFs considered in this section are crystalline.

2.4. Crystallinity via Other Methods of CTF Synthesis

CIF was obtained from 1,4-dicyanobenzene in molten p-toluenesulfonic acid mono-
hydrate. A change in the solvent (in comparison with ZnCl2) resulted in the surprising
parameters of a hexagonal unit cell: a = 12.580 Å, c = 3.418 Å. The SSA of the sample
additionally carbonized at 500 ◦C was 535 m2 g−1 [93].

The Knoevenagel condensation reaction yields a 2D nanosheet [89] with a system
of conjugated bonds containing only carbon atoms. Such a polymer is not vulnerable to
hydrolysis. SEM allows the detection of nanosheets with the lateral dimensions of the
tens of microns. High-resolution TEM detected pores about 2 nm in diameter, which was
proved by the X-ray structural analysis. Powder X-ray diffraction revealed the AA order
of the superposition of layers in a crystal. The SSA of the crystalline polymer was not
high—232 m2 g−1—with a pore diameter of 12 and 22 Å. The latter value with the 10%
standard uncertainty coincided with the result obtained by high-resolution TEM, whereas
the former value (12 Å) corresponded with the superposition of layers according to AB
order. This fact indicates irregularities in the superposition of layers (layer alternation) in
AA packing. The electrochemically measured band gap of crystalline polymer was 2.36 eV,
which allowed use of this polymer as a photocatalyst.

The synthesis of CTF described by Yadav et al. [95] is rather noticeable. The sample
obtained seemed to be a polymer with the best crystallinity, according to the powder
X-ray diffraction data. The average size of crystalline domain appeared to be 12 nm,
as calculated from the Scherrer line broadening, and this is in good accordance with
dimensions obtained by AFM. It was also found that most pores were 3.9 Å in diameter;
SSA and porosity were not determined. The polymer did not possess the conjugated bonds
system, and Yadav et al. [95] supposed that its crystallinity was caused by the structure of
linkers containing perylene fragments. However, earlier, we considered a polymer with
the similar linkers [59]: it was amorphous and had a small SSA value. Again, it should be
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stated that the structure and properties of CTF depend on the pathways and conditions
of synthesis.

In polymers with the bridging imino group [94], there are two neighboring single
bonds in the polymeric chain; consequently, there is no conjugated bond system threading
each CTF molecule and promoting the planarity of the polymeric nanosheet. A molecule
most probably should be nonplanar due to the numerous molecular conformations; how-
ever, the crystallinity of both CTFs is satisfactory judging from their X-ray patterns, but SSA
is rather low (40 and 20 m2 g−1). This is not surprising: high crystallinity is often accompa-
nied by small SSA values. Significant crystallinity of these samples can be rationalized by
the growth of each subsequent polymer layer on the preceding one as a template, repeating
all the specific, occasionally formed curves of the preceding molecule (template synthesis).

Polymers with small SSA values [85,86,96] can be presented as examples of amor-
phous CTFs with the bridging imino groups. They do not have a system of conjugated
bonds. However, a polymer with the bridging imino groups [84] and a SSA of 840 m2 g−1

was obtained. The moderate value of specific surface area was possibly caused by mi-
crowave heating in the absence of a conjugated bond system. There were no data on the
crystallinity/amorphicity of this sample.

Polymers obtained by the Suzuki–Miyaura reaction [87] did not have a system of
conjugated bonds, and no data on its crystallinity/amorphicity were given. Polymer
nanosheets were rolled into tubes about 25 µm in length, with an outer diameter of 135 nm
and wall thickness of 60 nm; SSA was 409 m2 g−1.

The Friedel–Crafts reaction is often used for the preparation of nanosheets. As shown
in [73,74,76,78–80,82], amorphous materials with the advanced surface are mainly formed
in this reaction.

2.5. Crystallinity of CTFs as a Measure of Thermodynamic/Kinetic Control

Let us choose the degree of crystallinity of a polymer as a measure of input of thermo-
dynamic control in a polymerization reaction (together with this, let us assume that the
resulting product can be a mixture of substances obtained under thermodynamic as well as
kinetic control). Amorphous products will be considered as obtained under kinetic control.
Such criterion of the governing type of control seems to be useful, because only crystalline
substances have a thermodynamic equilibrium, whereas amorphous phases are always
nonequilibrium and consequently, can be captured only by kinetic traps.

Judging by crystallinity/amorphicity, the interaction of aldehydes with amines under
thermodynamic control results in predominantly porous products (accounting that other
reaction conditions are similar), of which molecules possess conjugated bonds [49,53].
However, nonporous amorphous products can be also obtained [50,67]. The enhanced
porosity of CTF is attained in cases when a system of conjugated bonds in a polymeric
nanosheet is intensively refused, because a six-membered cycle can remain unclosed
because of a violation of a system of conjugated bonds.

Unfortunately, the number of CTF syntheses performed in one and the same solvent,
with one and the same catalyst, at the same reagent concentration, is insufficient for
clarification of the type of control: thermodynamic or kinetic. We suppose that crystallinity
is the most reliable evidence for the thermodynamic control of a reaction, because only
crystalline substances can be thermodynamically stable.

3. CTF Applications

There are numerous applications of CTFs (Scheme 2) [119,152].
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3.1. Sorption Properties of Triazine Polymers

A series of bifunctional conjugated fluorescent microporous CTFs which possess
an excellent adsorption capacity of I2 both in vapor and in solution was successfully syn-
thesized [80,142,145]. Adsorption capacities of I2 4.92, 4.72 and 4.49 g g−1 for the tested
polymers are the highest known values for all COFs, up to the beginning of 2022. The au-
thors suppose that this property is caused by high porosity, efficient sorption sites, structure
and charge transfer interactions. Along with this, one of these polymers demonstrated very
high sensibility in I2 detection. These results allow the suggestion that such a polymer can
be a perspective absorbent for radioactive I2 and a sensible fluorescent I2 tester, from the
viewpoint of ecology and safety.

He et al. [108] confirmed these promising results and showed that 1 g of polymer
absorbs 4.31 g I2, which is equivalent to 96% theoretical capacity. This fact means that there
are channels in the structure of polymer: iodine can reach all the adsorption centers via
these channels; I2 also has significant affinity to the conjugated π bonds—it forms charge
transfer complexes with π bonds. Even with a rather low SSA of 50.5 m2 g−1, a polymer
obtained from melamine and hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene [86] and containing imino
groups between the triazine and triphosphazene cycles, absorbed 262 mass % I2.

Zhao et al. [79] showed that CTFs can be used as solid-phase-extracting substance for
chromatography. The polymer was successfully tested for the quantitative determination
of tetracycline in meat, milk and eggs. Tetracycline (antibiotic) is often used for the medical
treatment of farm animals in agriculture, and consequently it is necessary to control its
content in animal products eaten by people.

One of the CTFs [76] absorbed antibiotic 5-nitroimidazole for its quantitative determi-
nation in the waste waters of the meat industry, fish farms and hospitals.
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Wang et al. [144] synthesized a new CTF which demonstrated its efficiency in the
solid-phase extraction of antibiotics (those of sulphonyl and tetracycline groups).

In analytical chemistry, CTFs have been used for sorption, and the extraction of
eight phenols (including phenol itself, 2-chlorophenol, 2-nitrophenol, 4-nitrophenol,
2,4-dimethylphenol, p-chloro-m-cresol, 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol) from
various water probes with subsequent high-performance liquid chromatography. The
above-mentioned CTFs demonstrated a better extraction efficiency of the target phenol
compounds compared with the commercial sorbents: a good relative extraction with
a detection level in the range of 2–50 µg liter−1 was obtained.

Yang et al. [136] found that when CTFs are modified with thio groups, these polymers
can be used for the efficient extraction of Hg2+ cations from aqueous solutions. The
absorption capacity for Hg2+ attains 840 mg g−1.

As shown in [138,139,146], imine-based CTFs possess good absorption properties
and can be used for the extraction of dyes and chlorophenols from various industrial
waste waters.

The sorption of surfactants (sodium alkylpolyglycolate and dodecylsulfate) from
aqueous solutions (c = 8.0 mmol/liter) by CTF-1 polymer was reported in [7]; this exceeded
the gravimetric absorption capacity of soot by more than 20 times. Authors explain such
a high absorption by the exfoliation of CTF nanosheets.

Numerous studies describe gas sorption; this is natural for substances with such
developed porosity as that of a CTF. As mentioned by Puthiaraj et al. [73], when one wants
to obtain highly porous material for gas sorption, CTFs with 3D instead of 2D molecular
structures should be synthesized. Sometimes synthesis is intentionally performed so that
the structure of a polymer molecule appears to be irregular.

However, there is a drastic disproportion in the number of gas absorption studies:
a lot of them are dedicated to carbon dioxide [5,9,34,35,40,49,60,64,66,85,94,140,141,146,148],
and the results are rather contradictory. Shao et al. [82] state that substances with the
maximal nitrogen content, not the largest SSA, are the best sorbents. Chaudhary et al. [84]
also report that the increase in the nitrogen content in a polymer allows the efficient fixation
of large amounts of CO2. Zhu et al. [27] even developed a strategy for the synthesis of a new
family of conjugated triazine frameworks for efficient CO2 fixation. The specific materials
thus obtained demonstrate extremely high capacity for CO2 absorption—up to 4.8 mmol/g
at 297 K and p = 1 Bar. However, Jiao et al. [31] suppose that a total volume of absorbed
CO2 depends on a total micropore volume, rather than SSA, whereas the nitrogen content
in a polymer is a factor of secondary importance negligibly enhancing CO2 sorption. The
fixation of CO2 from wet flue gases was specially studied [96].

Amorphous microporous polymers demonstrate higher CO2 absorption, whereas CH4 is
absorbed to a lesser extent, and N2 is absorbed only negligibly [11,20,28,39,50,72,74,93,109].
A polymer with outstanding capacity for acetylene sorption was obtained by the trimer-
ization of nitrile in a ZnCl2 melt [25]: its adsorption capacity was 104 cm3/g at 273 K or
74 cm3/g at 298 K. The factor of acetylene/ethylene separation was 246. This result is very
important for the industrial production of polyethylene.

The adsorption of C2H2, C2H4 and CO2 on CTF preparations obtained in ZnCl2 melt
demonstrated dependence on the arrangement of sorbent but not on its SSA [33]. The
selectivity of adsorption by these polymers was within the limits of 14.5–24.5 for the
C2H2/CH4 gas mixture and 9.4–14.8 for the C2H4/CH4 mixture.

Adsorption of hydrogen by triazine frameworks was studied in [29,31,51,71,83]. Crys-
talline CTF with high SSA (2034.1 m2/g) showed high adsorption capacity for H2 (1.75 mass
% at 77 K) [64].

It is noted that CTFs can be used as efficient and sensible chemical agents for the
detection of various nitroaromatic substances [44,45]. It is reported that sensibility attains
10−8 M for 2,4,6-trinitrophenol [53].
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3.2. Catalysis

CTFs are used for different kinds of catalysis (Scheme 3). Most covalent triazine
frameworks, to some extent, possess semiconductor properties. For example, crystalline
CTF obtained from 2,4,6-tris-(4-formylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine and 2-phenylacetonitrile [89]
has a band gap width electrochemically measured to be 2.36 eV; this allows us to use this
polymer as a photocatalyst. Due to the AA type of folding in crystal fragments, these CTFs
possess microporosity, the band gap width decreases, and photocatalytic activity increases,
including the enhanced generation of singlet oxygen.
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The main research attention was focused on the photolysis of water to hydrogen
and oxygen by the action of sunlight [10,38,112,135,137,143,147]. Studying electron band
structures, energetic levels of conduction and valence bands, and optical absorption spectra,
CTFs were defined as a new class of 2D organic catalyst for water splitting activated by
visible light [110]. It is very important to prevent the recombination of electrons and holes
in these materials, with possible microscopic origins of change in the photocatalytic activity
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of polymer observed in experiments with an increase in the lateral dimensions of CTF
polymeric nanosheet or with a change in the chemical composition of the polymer, as noted
by Guiglion et al. [111].

Photocatalytic properties of CTFs can be enhanced by Pt nanoclusters on polymer
surface. Fang et al. [37] report that Pt nanoparticles disperse well in CTF. The latter
demonstrate an excellent photocatalytic activity and stable H2 release in the presence
of Pt on irradiation with visible light (420 nm). Although such studies are numerous,
they consider very specific hybrid materials, and therefore we shall not discuss any more
articles here.

Photochemical syntheses of various compounds are also described: for example,
three CTFs with band gap widths from 2.48 to 2.30 eV [42] that is, all three were semicon-
ductors. In the presence of such photocatalysts, the reaction of diphenylphosphine oxide
with diphenylacetylene attained a 93% conversion after 24 h at illumination with white
light. In the absence of a catalyst or illumination, the reaction did not proceed.

A polymer was obtained, and a system of light accumulation was constructed based
on a covalently bound nanocapsule 180 nm in diameter with an envelope of 2D polymer
plates [55]. In fact, a simple method for assembling donors and acceptors with the controlled
donor/acceptor ratio was suggested. This new strategy for the organization of various
systems of light accumulation based on the nanostructures of organic polymers can be used
for the fabrication of various systems of artificial photosynthesis.

Yang et al. [87] used CTF as a photocatalyst in a conversion reaction of CO2 to CO.
The reduction of CO2 using visible light is a traditional method for the production of
valuable chemicals.

Promising photocatalytic activity of polytriazine frameworks was demonstrated in
the reaction of the photoreduction of 4-nitrophenol into 4-aminophenol on irradiation by
visible light [43].

CTFs demonstrate [91] a remarkable resistance to solvents and good n-semiconductor
properties; this allows their application in multilayer organic photoelectric elements in
order to increase the efficiency of solar energy transformation.

By themselves, CTFs are catalysts of oxidative (at the cost of air oxygen) conversion of
aromatic amines into imines (aliphatic amines in such reactions give a yield not more than
27%). For example, CTF provided the 94% conversion of benzylamine for 10 h at 120 ◦C
with 91% selectivity [8].

A catalyst allowing synthesis of the thermodynamically unstable cis-isomers of olefins
was obtained by the condensation of melamine and 1,3,5-triformylfluoroglucinol [61]. The
amorphous form of polymer is catalytically inactive, whereas the crystalline polymer
(accounting its rather relative crystallinity) provides a 90% yield of cis-stilbene after an 18 h
reaction with the retention of catalytic activity after four cycles.

Karmakar et al. [46] describe a CTF composed of triazine blocks with a deficit of
electrons in the central knot and electron-rich aromatic linkers. Bimodal functionality of
CTF was attained using benefits of the double nature of the surface of pores. A deficit of
electrons in the central knot was used to solve a very important problem of the chemical
industry: the separation of benzene and its saturated analog—cyclohexane. Together
with this, due to the presence of electron-rich aromatic rings with the basic Lewis sites,
2,4,6-trinitrophenol, a nitro aromatic compound with high explosive potential, was detected
in the aqueous phase.

Fluoro-containing CTFs [21] demonstrated catalytic activity in the electrochemical
reduction of CO2 to CH4: the rate of methane evolution attained 7.75 mol/h m2 at 1.2 V. If
the catalyst was calcinated at 700 and 900 ◦C for 2h before washing and drying, fluoro-free
powders unable to convert CO2 into CH4, in spite of the higher SSA and higher adsorption
capacity of CO2, were obtained.

CTF-1 synthesized by the ionothermal method [99] is an electrocatalyst with excellent
electrocatalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in basic medium owing to
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a high atomic percent of heterocyclic nitrogen, which is the most catalytically active center
for ORR.

Zuo et al. [104] note that the production of highly efficient catalysts for the replace-
ment of platinum in this role in ORR is a very actual scientific and technological task.
Authors report a simple method of synthesis of the FeNC catalyst with a 3D hierarchical
micro/meso/macroporous network and high surface area by CTF carbonization. The
insertion of Fe not only produces the catalytically active Fe–N . . . ORR sites and main-
tains high SSA and abundant pores in the CTF framework during carbonization, but also
promotes the formation of mesopores and macropores after acidic leaching. The electrocat-
alyst FeNC-900 thus demonstrates an excellent ORR activity with a half-wave potential
of 0.878 V, 0.40 mV more positive than Pt/C for ORR in basic solution. In acidic solution,
the half-wave potential is 0.72 V, which is comparable with Pt/C potential. In particular,
FeNC-900 demonstrates significantly higher stability and tolerance to methanol than Pt/C,
and this makes it one of the best catalysts among non-precious ones ever reported for ORR.

3.3. Materials for Electrodes

Most often, CTFs are tested as materials for electrodes in supercapacitors [12,19,24,62,63].
Li et al. [24] prepared carbon materials with high SSA and porosity. Preparation obtained
at 800 ◦C and tested as an electrode for the supercapacitor demonstrated the maximal
capacitance of 383 F/g at the SSA 3663 m2/g, with a residual nitrogen content of 8.13%.
This material sustained 5000 recharges, retaining 92% specific capacity at a current density
of 7 A/g, an energy density of 42.8 W·h/kg, and a power density of 8750 W/kg. Such
a high quality of material is provided by the optimal nitrogen content along with other
specific properties. High nitrogen content promotes the wettability of the electrode surface
with ionic liquid.

CTFs have also been synthesized for usage as anodes in sodium-ionic cells [67,105,112,134].
Polymers possess remarkable strengths and rate capacity (88.8 mA·h/g at current density
5.0 A/g after 1000 cycles) and are promising candidates for highly efficient sodium-ionic
cell anodes.

Lithium-sulfur batteries potentially have high energy density—2600 W·h/kg—and
therefore materials with high sulfur content are required. Sulfur can be inserted into
CTF [98,113] and used for the production of cathode materials in lithium-sulfur batteries.
In this material, the triazine cycles promote the dissolution of lithium polysulfides. Such
a cathode provides a specific capacity of 1138 mA·h/g.

CIFs are promising as electrodes in lithium-ion batteries [114,115,133]: a specific
capacity of 235 mA·h/g was provided after 2500 cycles of recharge at 5 A/g.

CTF was also obtained on the surface of reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and such
sandwich CTF/rGO/CTF gave porous carbon doped with nitrogen after pyrolysis; the prop-
erties of the obtained carbon were in good accord with the requirements for the electrode
materials for fuel cells [30]. The catalytic activity of this material in the catalysis of the
oxygen reduction reaction is higher than that of Pt/C.

3.4. Membranes

Energetically efficient and environmentally non-hazardous separation processes are
required in various branches of industry. Membrane technology of separation is one of the
most promising. Nonetheless, the production of membranes with efficient characteristics of
separation is a problem. Ying et al. [103] suggested a way of layer-by-layer CTF application
on graphene oxide (GO) in order to produce ultrathin COF membranes for gas separation.
Numerous functional groups in GO can improve interactions, arranging 2D CTF-1 on
a template; this results in the formation of continuous and dense ultrathin membranes
with regulated thickness (100, 200 and 290 nm) via a simple vacuum filtration of liquid
dispersion. Different numbers of nanosheets laid in these membranes result in the formation
of narrow interlayer channels, which can affect the selective penetration of gas molecules
with the regulated selection efficiency. For example, H2 was separated from CO2 with
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high efficiency and good permeability for H2 (1.7 × 10–6 mol/m2·s·Pa) and also with
competitive selectivity.

Covalent organic nanoribbons were produced as functional 2D materials for universal
usage [116]. Using such frameworks, the authors produced a membrane with a mixed
template, which can be useful as an antibacterial cover.

Sasmal et al. [57] note that CTF are especially promising for proton-conductive mem-
branes of fuel cells, because numerous nitrogen atoms have one lone electron pair each,
and protons can migrate over them. For this purpose, CTF synthesis is combined with mem-
brane production. Amino-p-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA·H2O) is used as a filler promoting
the maximal porosity of membranes and their high proton conductivity simultaneously.

3.5. Medical Applications

As described, porous solid substances can be used as matrices for the delivery of
ibuprofen in vitro [74]. CTFs can be used as a potential transport system for the delivery of
drugs and their controlled release [81]. CTFs were exfoliated by intense ultrasonication with
subsequent filtration and the obtainment of 2D nanosheets. This product demonstrated
an excellent dispersibility in saline solution, retaining its chemical structure and porosity.
Doxorubicin (DOX), an anticancer drug, was held on a CTF by hydrophobic interactions,
among others, and its release was controlled at pH 4.8 and 7.4. CTF itself did not demon-
strate toxicity via cancer cells or normal cells, but the CTF–DOX complex displayed high
efficiency against both types of cells in vitro. Visualization of cells in vitro showed that
CTF is a potential material for biovisualization. A polymer obtained by Das et al. [56]
demonstrated a high anticancer activity against colorectal carcinoma cells. Antibacterial
activity of CTF is mentioned by Rajagopal et al. [132].

3.6. Electrotechnical Applications

Only a few electrotechnical applications of CTF are described. CTFs are reported to be
good as electrorheological (ER) liquids [77]. ER comprise suspensions of CTF particles easily
polarized by the electric field in the insulator liquid phase, and the rheological properties
of suspension are reversibly modulated by the external electric field. In the absence of
an electric field, CTF particles are occasionally distributed in suspension volume, but at the
applied electric field CTF particles are polarized (and thus turn into dipoles) and aggregate
with each other into chains due to dipole–dipole interactions. Shear viscosity and shear
stress of suspension change significantly, and suspension transforms into an almost solid
state. Such suspensions can be potentially used in power drives and analogous devices.

In CTFs, nanolayers often form π–π stacks similar to graphite, or the lone 2D layers
collapse into scrolls analogous to graphene. Electrons can migrate along 2D nanolayers
and move from layer to layer, thus giving semiconducting and optoelectronic properties to
CTFs. A CTF obtained by Kim et al. [92] had a band gap width of 1.91 eV; thereby allowing
its usage in optoelectronics as well as in semiconductor devices.

Liu et al. [39] demonstrated the possibility of performing the 2D polymerization of
dinitriles at the interphase. The obtained triazine-based 2D polymers had lateral dimensions
of several µm and excellent dispersibility in organic solvents; this allowed their conversion
in mechanically strong multilayer films with high a SSA via filtration. A crystalline 2D
polymer with conjugated bonds in the molecule can act as a semiconducting layer in
field-effect transistor devices.

4. Conclusions

CTFs are insoluble in many solvents; their crystallinity is formed during their synthesis
by superimposing planar polymer molecules, usually in AA order, and channels causing
the porosity of polymers are thus formed. The nature of pores are controlled by dimensions
of the linker. Being stochastic, the superposition of layers is not ideal; thus, only the partial
overlap of planar molecules is possible. Along with this, polymer molecules differ in
lateral size, and relatively small polymer molecules can be located between large molecules.
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Besides this, the planarity of molecules can be violated even in the presence of a system of
conjugated bonds throughout the molecule. As a result, the crystalline domains of a given
polymer are fragmentary and occasionally distributed throughout its volume.

In order to obtain COFs with better crystallinity, modificators are added to the reaction
mixture [153,154]. They provide the rapid formation of covalent bonds in the course of
synthesis, as well as the rapid breaking and subsequent formation of other covalent bonds.
These processes result in the reversibility of COF formation reactions, thermodynamic
equilibrium, and the remedying of defects in a crystal. CTF crystallinity is also obtained by
very slow mixing the initial solutions [155], or the addition of potassium butylate in the
course of synthesis [137]. These examples support our conclusion about the dependence of
CTF crystallinity on the methods and conditions of their synthesis.

In the absence of ways to control the thermodynamic equilibrium, it is not easy to
recognize one of the abovementioned methods to control a reaction, and thereby analyze
the results of the synthesis. Choosing the degree of crystallinity of the obtained polymer as
a measure for the input of thermodynamic control, we consider amorphous preparation as
the result of kinetic control. We also suppose that the whole product can be a mixture of
substances obtained under thermodynamic as well as kinetic control.

CTF crystallinity is affected by solvent (as in any crystallization process), temperature
(the higher the temperature, the greater the crystallinity), concentrations of the initial
reagents and consequently the rates of the formation of polymers (the slower the rate,
the greater crystallinity is), the absence or presence of a catalyst, and so on. However,
crystallinity formed in the course of synthesis can be violated during isolation, or the
washing and drying of CTF. Therefore, the absence of crystallinity does not allow us to
conclude that synthesis was performed under kinetic control. This fact complicates the
application of the crystallinity criterion for determination of the type of control.

From the modern viewpoint, reactions under thermodynamic control proceed on the
interaction of molecular precursors or their interaction with oligomers already formed.
However, being the building blocks, these intermediate polymers can interact with each
other, yielding a curious combination of polymeric fragments due to the action of kinetic
traps. In this case, polymer molecules structurally differ from each one, being identical in
composition. Such a situation is typical of kinetically controlled processes. As polymer-
ization reaction proceeds, the concentration of precursors falls, whereas the concentration
of oligomers grows; consequently, thermodynamic control is typical of the beginning of
a polymerization reaction, and kinetic control is supposed to dominate in the final stages of
a reaction.

Unfortunately, we failed to find studies in which CTFs were synthesized in one and
the same solvent, using one and the same catalyst, via one and the same reaction under
thermodynamic as well as kinetic control (e.g., at various temperatures).

In summary, we should accept that the relationships between crystallinity/amorphicity,
specific surface area, and porosity in CTF polymers are rather complicated. Consequently,
it is only possible to formulate the tendencies mentioned above, rather than formulate ways
to obtain materials with desired crystallinity, specific surface area, and porosity. As always,
the structure and properties of a material in terms of definite composition depend on the
conditions of its synthesis.
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